BROAD LANE VETS
Broad Lane Vets (by appointment)
Tel: 02476 464789

Winter 2019/20

255 Broad Lane
Coventry CV5 7AQ

Tel: 02476 464789
Broad Lane Vets has been
recognised as a cat
Friendly gold practice 2019

SORRY FOR THE NOISE! Building work has started at our Broad Lane
site. Constant investment is needed to keep up-to-date with new
technology, enabling us to offer a gold standard service to you and
your pets. Work has started to give us a larger waiting area, new
consulting rooms, a dental suite and larger cat, dog and small furry
wards. Apologies for the noise, but we’re sure you’ll agree the
finished result will be worth it.

Mon-Fri 8.30am-7.30pm
Sat 8.30am-5.00pm
Sun 11.00am-3.00pm

Balsall Common Vets (by appointment)
Tel: 01676 530792
384A Kenilworth Road
Balsall Common CV7 7ER

Mon-Fri 8.30am-6.30pm
Sat 8.30am-11.00am

Radford Road Vets (by appointment)
Tel: 02476 598828
332 Radford Road
Coventry CV6 3AA
Mon-Fri 9.00am-11.30am and 4.00pm-6.00pm
Sat 11.00am-12.30pm

Winter work-outs
Darker mornings and evenings, and colder temperatures, makes it
tempting to stay inside but it is still important that your pet gets plenty
of fresh air and exercise. Here are a few of ideas for winter workouts:
◦ Dogs – play games such as tug of war and Frisbee as the more
aerobic the activity, the warmer your dog will be; go for walks in a local
wood as the trees will shelter you from wind and rain; enrol your dog
in indoor agility classes
◦ Cats – pieces of string, ping pong balls and wind up toys encourage
object play; invest in a scratching post or indoor climbing frame; use
large cardboard boxes to play hide-and-seek.
◦ Rabbits (and small furries) – ensure they have a pen available that is
big enough for them to run and jump; build a sandpit that they can dig
in; play with a ball and let them push it with their noses.

MAKE SURE YOUR RABBITS HUTCH AND
RUN ARE SECURE AND WATERPROOF. USE
CARDBOARD BOXES AND EXTRA STRAW FOR
WARMTH.
RAISE YOUR RABBITS HUTCH OFF THE
GROUND AND CHECK FOR GAPS INCASE OF
DRAUGHTS.
SNUGGLESAFE HEAT PADS CAN BE WARMED
UP A COUPLE OF TIMES A DAY FOR EXTRA
HEAT.
OLD, THIN OR UNWELL RABBITS CAN BE
MOVED INDOORS FOR THE WINTER MONTHS.
USE WATER BOTTLE COVERS TO STOP
WATER SOUCRCES FROM FREEZING AS THEY
MAY DRINK MORE IN THE COLD MONTHS.
CHECK FOOD SOURCES ARE NOT FROZEN.
GRASS CAN BE GROWN FROM SEEDS IN
TRAYS DURING COLD MONTHS.
CHECK YOUR RABBIT AT LEAST
TWICE A DAY DURING THE
COLD MONTHS TO ENSURE
THEY ARE EATING AND
DEFECATING NORMALLY

GET YOUR
RABBIT
READY
FOR
WINTER

HOW TO KEEP YOUR PET SAFE THIS CHRISTMAS
Every Christmas, here at Broad Lane Vets, we see pets with problems
caused by the festive season. This is a difficult time, with their usual
home environment becoming overtaken with unfamiliar visitors,
strange trees, bright decorations, interesting packages, odd noises
and enticing food aromas. Here is a guide to avoiding the common
festive pitfalls and poisons, and help keep your pet safe:

.

COULD YOUR PET BE A HAIRY HERO?
DONOR CRITERIA
DOG (cats may be considered in a future blood drive)
WEIGHS MORE THAN 25KG (55lb)
1 - 8 YEARS OF AGE
FULLY-VACCINATED (within last 12months)
FIT AND WELL
NOT ON ANY MEDICATIONS (apart from routine flea/worm
treatments)
NOT TRAVELLED ABROAD (or been in close contact with
pets having travelled)
NOT RECEIVED A BLOOD TRANSFUSION
GOOD TEMPERAMENT
NEUTERED
MICROCHIPPED
For more information: www.petbloodbankuk.org/pet-owners

Antifreeze Poisoning
The worst of all the autumn dangers is antifreeze, which
can leak from a car's radiator. This contains ethylene
glycol which is sweet and tasty to cats and dogs. Even
a relatively small quantity (less than a teaspoon) can
cause serious kidney damage and be fatal. The first
signs of intoxication can be that your pet appears
‘drunk’. If you think your pet has ingested ethylene
glycol or you have any concerns contact us without
delay, as this can quickly become fatal.

CHRISTMAS TREES are of low
toxicity, though eating bits of
them could obviously cause an
upset tummy and injury from the
sharp needles. A more likely
problem is that your cat will view
the tree as fair-game to climb, or
your dog will find the lights or
tinsel an irresistible tug-toy, with obvious consequences! Even a
rabbit will often find an indoor tree hard to resist, giving it a little
nibble. Perhaps consider an alternative location for your tree this
year?
FESTIVE PLANTS need to be identified. Holly berries are best avoided,
and the spines may cause physical injury. And whilst
ivy ingestion might only result in a bit of drooling
from our dogs and cats, it can cause muscle
twitching, paralysis, convulsions and even death in
rabbits. Mistletoe tends to cause an upset tummy in
dogs and cats, and Poinsettia is toxic to cats, as are Lilies.
BATTERIES are another common item pets may eat this time of year.
The strong acid/alkali they contain may cause burns and caustic in
jury, and they can become lodged in the intestine.

CHOCOLATE, either hanging on the tree or contained in gifts under it,
is the most commonly-reported cause of poisoning in pets this time of
year. Theobromine is the toxin, which can cause tummy upset, heart
problems, shaking, incoordination, weakness and
collapse. Even one small bar of milk chocolate, or half
a bar of dark chocolate, can be enough to be
poisonous in a small dog or cat. Keep presents
containing chocolate presents well-away from those sensitive noses!
Early intervention may save your pet’s life - if you think your pet has
been poisoned, never just “wait and see”!

 Remove your pet from the source
 Gather as much information about the potential poison as
you can (type, amount, when it happened)
 Seek veterinary advice by phone immediately

www.broadlanevets.co.uk

For all emergencies or
advice please call us:
02476 464789

